Introduction
The icosahedral phases C1,23 have generated extensive theoretical and experimental studies. A most puzzling problem is the determination of the actual atomic positions of these phases. Tiling theories may be used to obtain a set of cells, or a set of quasilattice nodes, but the actual location of the atoms need not be confined to the nodes or corners of the tiles. Like most crystal structures which do not reduce to a single atom per unit cell, the icosahedral structures require a description by a nontrivial motif.
We propose herein to discuss the model of structure for the (A1-Si)-Mn alloy which is a packing of large icosahedral motifs. This model has been first suggested independently by P. This model is suggested by crystallographic data of the alpha (A1,Si)-Mn and (Al-Si)-Fe crystalline phases C7,83 which in many respects, approximates, with rational indexes, the icosahedral diffraction patterns.
In fact, Henley and Elser C53 have shown how remarkably well these crystalline structures fit with the scheme of the rational approximants of the quasi-crystalline phase. Instead of obtaining the icosahedral quasilattice by projecting a slice of 26 unto a 3-d plane with irrational indexes involving the golden mean, the 3-dim plane is rotated into a orientation with rational indexes, in which the golden mean is replace by an approximant p/q. For the second rational approximant (p/q=l/l) of the cutting slice, a body centered cubic Im3 structure is expected with a lattice parameter a=1.266nm from a 26 hypercubic lattice with parameter A=.65nm. The actual structure of (Al-Si)-Mn is simple cubic almost body-centered with a lattice parameter a=1.268 nm, whereas that of (Al-Si)-Fe is body-centered cubic with a lattice parameter az1.255 nm. The structure of these crystalline phases is essentially a bcc arrangement Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1986342 of MI with few additional Aluminium atoms filling the spaces between MI'S. It must be clearly emphasized that manganese (or Fe) atoms are in special positions which differ significantly from the corners of the underlying fundamental tiling of rhombohedra generated by the rational approximant of the quasi-lattice. Actually, manganese atoms are located at .485nm from the central vacancy whereas the elementary quasi-lattice constant in R3 is a=.46nm. As a result, manganese atoms do not sit on the quasi-lattice nodes in either the 3-or 6-dim spaces:
the structure is unlikely to be a decoration of the initial 26-lattice, although the systematic extinction rules observed in either diffraction techniques correspond to the primitive 26-lattice. It has 12 A1 atoms (small circles) on an icosahedron surrounding a central vacancy, 12 Fe atoms (large circles) on an icosahedron approximately twice larger and 30 A1 atoas on the radial bisector of the edges of the Fe icosahedron. The actual alpha phase contains a few more A1 atoms which are not included in the MI.
Our principal concern in this paper will be a critical discussion of the simplest model that can be inferred from the crystalline phase, i-e., a quasi-periodic stacking of MI'S which seems a priori to be an appealing possible solution for the icosahedral (Al-Si)-Mn/Fe structures.
In the first part of the paper, we will discuss which kind of convex acceptance volume may be used for generating the quasi-lattice nodes corresponding to the central vacancies of the basic MI'S.
In the second part, we will construct the MI'S in the 6-dimensional space and compare the computed diffraction intensities of the model with the experimental results.
Quasi-periodic framework of MI'S.
The shortest allowed distance between two adjacent MI'S is the long diagonal of the prolate rhombohedron; it corresponds to the centering of the bcc crystalline phase. Shorter distances, the edge length, the two face diagonals, the other body diagonals of the rhombhedra are all not allowed. This shortest allowed length occurs as ten vectors along 3-fold axes, and the simplest description would be using Z10 with the ten vectors forming the basis. In this paper we will continue to use 26. Z10 projects with rational indexes unto 26. Each of the basic vectors becomes a basic vector of type (111000) Xq =k( X a + tY= 1; X 2 =kt tX4 + 2-); X s =k( Yw + t201 X', =k( tYo, -X ? . ); X t =k( tx, -2, 1; X g =k( tz* -Ye. ) /lo/ with k= (t+l)/(t+2) Table 1 shows the R6 coordinates of the alpha phase calculated in the PMA.
We require now the multiplicities of the R6 Wyckoff positions to fit with the ones in R3. For that purpose we generate the icosahedral group m35 with the inversion plus the two following operators: from which the supports of the different strata are easily obtained (Table 2) by identifying which subspaces are invariant by the induced subgroups of m35. Table 1 and 2 shows that Mn(l) and Al(1) positions, as obtained from the actual alpha phase, fit almost exactly with the 5m orbit in R6 within a distortion less than 5 % Also, within an accuracy of less than 1%, the Al(2) and Al(3) positions in R3 turn out to belong to an single orbit of R6 (2mm). As already discussed by V.
A Comparison of
Elser C53, these positions define the MIS. The remaining positions do not fit in any corresponding orbits of same multiplicity in R6 and cannot be described in the PMA. They have necessarily to be outside the plane parallel to R3 and will be ignored in the present section. Table 2 : The strata of m35 in the 6-dimensional space.
The mass density of the present model (excluding the remaining A1 atoms) ia obtained by multiplying the density of quasi-lattice nodes by the atomic weight of the MI motif leading to a low value of 2.4 g/cm3 (as compared with 2.93 g/cm3 for the corresponding alpha phase built with the sole MI motif). The stoichiometry of the model is that of the basic MI, i.e., A142Mn12.
R3
. The structure factor of the motif in /11/ can be obviously calculated directly in R3 as well. The diffuse intensity maps due to a single MI are seen on figure 6 for both X-rays and neutrons. As expected there are strong differences between X-rays and neutrons due to the negative value of the cross section of Mn in neutron experiments.
The powder diffraction intensities result in a sampling of these diffuse maps by Dirac peaks located on the reciprocal quasi-lattice multiplied by the cut function /12/. It is therefore clear that intense X-ray peaks will disappear in neutrons; for example, the (18,29) 2 1 1 , l l -1 reflection which falls on a maximum of the diffuse map in X-rays should be almost absent in neutrons (compare the 2-fold maps). The resulting intensities are shown on Table 3 and exhibit a quite good agreement with the actual available data (see, for instance t11,123) for both X-rays and neutron spectra.
The model could probably be improved by an addition of the atoms in the space between the MIS, and a partial chemical substitutional disorder betweem manganese and aluminum orbits. However, these refinements would not change the intensities drastically.
Although the model is in reasonable agreement with all the scattering data, it predicts too low a mass density. Since no better stacking may be obtained within the i s possible that the actual structure contains partial MI'S and a certain degree of random packing which could improve the density as proposed by C.L. Henley. Q pcrp.
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